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ABSTRACT We have used a biomembrane force probe decorated with P-selectin to form point attachments with PSGL-1
receptors on a human neutrophil (PMN) in a calcium-containing medium and then to quantify the forces experienced by the
attachment during retraction of the PMN at ﬁxed speed. From ﬁrst touch to ﬁnal detachment, the typical force history exhibited
the following sequence of events: i), an initial linear-elastic displacement of the PMN surface, ii), an abrupt crossover to
viscoplastic ﬂow that signaled membrane separation from the interior cytoskeleton and the beginning of a membrane tether, and
iii), the ﬁnal detachment from the probe tip by usually one precipitous step of P-selectin:PSGL-1 dissociation. In this ﬁrst article I,
we focus on the initial elastic response and its termination by membrane separation from the cytoskeleton, initiating tether
formation. Quantifying membrane unbinding forces for rates of loading (force/time) in the elastic regime from 240 pN/s to 38,000
pN/s, we discovered that the force distributions agreed well with the theory for kinetically limited failure of a weak bond. The
kinetic rate for membrane unbinding was found to increase as an exponential function of the pulling force, characterized by an
e-fold scale in force of ;17 pN and a preexponential factor, or apparent unstressed off rate, of ;1/s. The rheological properties
of tether growth subsequent to the membrane unbinding events are presented in a companion article II.
INTRODUCTION
Bonds between the selectin family of adhesion receptors,
e.g., P-selectin expressed on activated endothelial cells or
platelets, and their glycosylated ligands, e.g., the leukocyte
mucin P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 (PSGL-1), play
a major role in the initial inﬂammatory response by inter-
rupting the rapid transport of leukocytes in blood ﬂow. The
brief lifetimes of these bonds enable the cells to perform
a rolling exploration of the vessel wall (Vestweber and
Blanks, 1999; McEver, 2001). Recognized many years ago
from studies of cells and receptor-bearing microspheres in
ﬂow chambers (Lawrence and Springer, 1991; Brunk and
Hammer, 1997), the duration of the selectin adhesion bonds
and their spacing along the wall (i.e., surface densities) are
the principal determinants of the average cell rolling speed at
a particular shear rate. Much more subtle, but also well
known, the force exerted by hydrodynamic shear on an
adhesive bond between the cell and the wall depends
signiﬁcantly on the lateral separation distance between the
attachment site and the center of cell-surface contact
(Kaplanski et al., 1993; Alon et al., 1995, 1997). Acting
essentially as a lever or moment arm that reduces the force
pulling on the adhesive bond, this distance often increases
rapidly before detachment due to formation of a membrane
nanotube, commonly referred to as a ‘‘tether’’. Easily ex-
truded to lengths of several micrometers, membrane tethers
have been shown to signiﬁcantly impact the duration of PMN
(human neutrophil) attachments and the dynamics of
leukocyte rolling on PSGL-1 bearing substrates under
conditions of ﬂow (Schmidtke and Diamond, 2000; Park
et al., 2002; Ramachandran et al., 2004).
Less well understood is the nanoscale mechanism leading
to formation of a single membrane tether from the cell.
Motivated by insights gained from mechanical studies of
lipid bilayer vesicles (Bozˇicˇ et al., 1992; Evans and Yeung,
1994; Heinrich et al., 1999), it is often concluded that tether
extrusion from cells begins at a yield force determined by the
membrane bending stiffness and lateral tension in the cell
plasma membrane. However, when the tether pulling forces
are large, the membrane tension is postulated to reﬂect an
energy of membrane adhesion per area of contact with the
cytoskeleton (Hochmuth et al., 1996; Hwang and Waugh,
1997). By comparison to the onset of a lipid bilayer tether
from a vesicle, Shao et al. (1998) observed a more complex
scenario in their novel studies of single tether formation from
PMNs. Using whole-cell aspiration into a large micropipette,
they applied jumps in suction pressure to pull PMNs away
from attachments to a monoclonal antibody-coated micro-
sphere in a calcium-free medium. Observing a brief period of
initial displacement into the pipette consistent with free
motion of an unattached cell, they concluded that the
attachments to PMN receptors had formed at the ends of
ﬂoppy microvilli with an average length of ;300 nm. Also,
tether growth was perceived to occur above a threshold in
force, thought to depend on the ‘‘degree of association
between membrane and cytoskeleton,’’ modeled in a sub-
sequent article by an adhesion energy per area of membrane
contact to the cytoskeleton (Marcus and Hochmuth, 2002).
With the objective to examine single tether formation at
much higher resolution and with biofunctional interactions
that require divalent cations, we have used a high-resolution
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biomembrane force probe (BFP) to test P-selectin attach-
ments to PSGL-1 on the PMN surface. In contrast to the
earlier results (Shao et al., 1998; Marcus and Hochmuth,
2002), we will show that the onset of tether formation
appears to be triggered by a molecular unbinding event
within the membrane linkage to the PMN cytoskeleton, and
that the separation of the membrane from the cytoskeleton
nearly always occurs before P-selectin dissociation from
PSGL-1. In the companion article II (Heinrich et al., 2005),
we describe and analyze the rheology of the tether growth
subsequent to the membrane-unbinding event over a broad
range of pulling speeds from 0.4 to 150 mm/s. A third article
III (King et al., 2005) presents simulations of the adhesive
dynamics of a PMN under shear performed by our col-
laborators using the mechanical properties reported here for
cell elasticity and in article II for tether rheology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biomembrane force probe: preparation,
assembly, and operation
The methods used in the preparation of red blood cells for BFP force
transducers and in the preparation of functionalized glass microspheres for
BFP tips have been published previously (e.g., Evans et al., 2001). Brieﬂy
summarized, fresh samples of human red cells are collected, washed, and
biotinylated by covalently linking an amine-reactive PEG-biotin polymer
(NHS-PEG3400-biotin, Shearwater Polymers, Huntsville, AL) to their
surface. The biotinylated red cells are then saturated with streptavidin
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and washed for later assembly with a biotinylated
glass bead. For attachment to a streptavidinated red cell as a BFP tip,
borosilicate-glass microspheres (;2 mm diameter, Duke Scientiﬁc, Palo
Alto, CA) are ﬁrst cleaned in a mixture of ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen
peroxide, and water at boiling temperature. After several washes in nanopure
water, the glass beads are bound with mercaptosilane groups (mercapto-
propyl-trimethoxy silane, United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA) and
the beads are then baked in a clean drying oven to enhance the covalent
attachment. For the experiments reported here, the silanized glass beads
were reacted with a 4:1 mixture of maleimide-PEG3400-biotin plus
malemeide-PEG3400-NHS (Shearwater Polymers) previously linked
through amine reaction via the NHS group to monomeric P-selectin or the
Fc-dimeric chimera of P-selectin (Glycotech, Rockville, MD). In the tests of
P-selectin attachments to PMNs, a P-selectin decorated glass bead was
attached to the red cell transducer by micromanipulation in a microscope
chamber containing;150 mOsm Hepes-buffered saline, pH 7.4, plus 1 mM
calcium and 0.5% serum albumin (Hepes-calcium). To probe interactions
with the b2-integrin LFA-1 on PMNs, a soluble Fc-chimera of ICAM-1 (R &
D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was linked to the probe bead via the NHS
functional group instead of P-selectin and 2 mMmagnesium was used in the
buffer instead of calcium. In addition, the PMNs were washed in a EDTA
plus EGTA buffer, then washed and resuspended in the magnesium
containing buffer for the tests.
Assembly of the BFP requires carefully maneuvering of the biotin- and
protein- functionalized microsphere into axisymmetric alignment with the
streptavidinated (PEG-biotinylated) red cell transducer, which is held by
micropipette suction and pressurized into a spherical shape. Once aligned,
the microsphere is pushed against the red cell transducer, forming a strong
adhesive contact and producing the BFP assembly shown on the left in Fig.
1. Prevented from adhesion to the glass tube by coating with albumin, and
pressurized into a smooth sphere, the membrane tension s becomes uniform
over the entire surface of the red cell transducer. A hypotonic buffer (150
mOsm) is used in the test chamber to swell the red cell, thereby reducing its
aspiration length and preventing formation of a membrane crease when
pulled tight into the micropipette. From mechanics, the level of tension is
readily shown to be proportional to the aspiration pressureDp and the pipette
radius Rp; with a secondary dependence on the radius R0 of the outer-
spherical portion of the cell,
s ¼ 1
2
Rp
ð1 Rp=R0Þ Dp: (1)
When extended or compressed along its axis of cylindrical symmetry, the
outer portion of the cell deviates from a sphere, and for small displacements,
the changes in axial length have been shown to be directly proportional to
the axial force (Evans et al., 1995). As such, the red cell capsule behaves like
a Hookean spring, and its spring constant kf for small deﬂections is governed
mainly by membrane tension,
kf ﬃ 2p s
ln 4R
2
0
ðRprcÞ
 ; (2)
but also involves a weak logarithmic dependence on the characteristic
dimensions (R0; Rp) of the cell and pipette, as well as the radius rc of the
adhesive contact between the glass bead and cell. Thus, the BFP spring
constant can be accurately adjusted over a wide range (;0.22 pN/nm) by
simply changing the pipette suction pressure, which has been veriﬁed
experimentally (Evans et al., 1995; Simson et al., 1998). Without further
calibration, the accuracy is essentially determined to ;5–10% (as for
membrane tension) by the measurements of the pipette radius and the cell
outer dimension. Multiplied by the spring constant kf, the displacement of
the glass bead along the axis provides the force applied in pulling or pushing
on the BFP tip.
To quantify the BFP force, we have developed a high-resolution method
of video image analysis for tracking the dark diffraction band at the rear of
the glass bead. Incorporated into a complete system, the instrument
combines an inverted optical microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with
fast video image processing using a high-speed digital camera (SensiCam,
Cooke, Auburn Hills, MI). Binning and digitizing a set of video lines along
the symmetry axis of the probe at a scan rate of 1500/s (50-fold faster than
the conventional video framing speed of 30 fps), displacements of the BFP
tip and target bead are tracked along the pulling direction at time intervals of
;0.0006 s and at a resolution of ;65 nm. The BFP tip displacement is
multiplied by the spring constant kf to give the force at each time. With
online feedback control of the linear piezo translator connected to the PMN-
holding pipette, computer software is used to control the approach of the test
surface (here a PMN) to the BFP tip, the impingement force and duration of
FIGURE 1 Video-micrograph of a biomembrane force probe (left) and
a PMN leukocyte (right), both held by micropipette suction. Held station-
ary, the pipette-pressurized red blood cell (outer spherical diameter of ;6
mm) acted as the BFP force transducer. A P-selectin, and PEG-biotin,
functionalized glass bead (;2 mm) was glued to the biotinylated red cell
surface via streptavidin bonds as the BFP tip. To form and test P-selectin
attachments, the PMN was driven to/from contact with the BFP tip using
a closed-loop piezo translator coupled to the PMN-holding pipette.
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the initial touch to the probe, and the retraction speed of the test surface
following touch. Under very fast deﬂections of the BFP transducer, the force
reported by the transducer must be corrected for viscous damping. As
reported previously (Evans et al., 2001), a constant damping coefﬁcient
(zBFP; 0.0005 pN s/nm) has been found to characterize the response of the
transducer, based on measurements of the viscoelastic recovery at different
settings of the BFP spring constant.
Testing attachments to native and
latrunculin-treated human PMNs
White blood cells were obtained from a small ﬁnger prick drop of blood
diluted in a large volume of the 150 mOsm Hepes-calcium buffer. In the
hypotonic environment, the PMNs ﬁrst swelled and then, given a few
minutes to equilibrate, the cells resumed a size (8.66 0.2 mm, in 150 mOsm
buffer) very close to that in isotonic buffer (8.3 6 0.2 mm, in 300 mOsm
buffer) through osmotic regulation. After preequilibration, and assayed by
micropipette aspiration, the PMNs in the hypotonic medium exhibited nearly
the same turgor pressure and whole cell deformability, both governed by an
apparent cortical tension (0.036 0.006 mN/m, in 150 mOsm buffer1 1 mM
calcium), as for PMNs in isotonic conditions (0.02 6 0.004 mN/m, in 300
mOsm buffer, no calcium). An aliquot of this suspension was deposited into
a separate holding chamber and placed on the microscope stage. At the start
of each measurement, a PMN was selected by a micropipette, transferred
into the adjacent BFP test chamber and held while the BFP was being
assembled. Once arranged as shown in Fig. 1, the PMN holding pipette was
translated repeatedly to/from BFP contact with better-than nanometer
accuracy using a closed-loop piezo actuator (Polytec PI, Auburn, MA).
Typically, a new BFP (fresh red cell plus probe bead) was assembled and
used with a fresh PMN after a few hundred test cycles. In the course of each
experiment, the suction applied to the PMN was kept as low as possible
while still maintaining the cell stable throughout the manipulation
procedure.
To destabilize the F-actin network, PMNs were preincubated for 15 min
in a Hepes buffer that contained 1 mM concentration of the cytotoxic drug
latrunculin A (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). An aliquot of the pretreated
cells were then introduced into the microscope holding chamber. Because
the effects of latrunculin are reversible, both the holding and test chambers
also contained latrunculin A.
Controls for speciﬁc ligand attachment and
nonspeciﬁc hydrodynamic forces
As the ﬁrst control for P-selectin speciﬁcity, PMNs were tested against
P-selectin tips in a calcium-free Hepes buffer that contained 10 mM EDTA.
When checked under slow-to-moderate retraction speeds (,10 mm/s), the
frequency of PMN attachments fell from levels of ;35–70/100 touches in
Hepes-calcium to ;2–4/100 touches in Hepes-EDTA, and the few forces
detected in EDTA were very small. As a second control, the P-selectin tip
was replaced by an albumin-linked tip and tested against PMNs in Hepes-
calcium at slow-to-moderate retraction speeds. Here, an even bigger drop
was observed in the attachment frequency than in the tests with Hepes plus
EDTA. Together, the two controls veriﬁed that nearly all attachments in the
functional tests with calcium were held by P-selectin bonds. Similar controls
were performed to verify speciﬁcity between PMNs and probe tips
functionalized with ICAM-1.
In regard to nonspeciﬁc forces, it is important to note that very fast
retraction of PMNs (.50 mm/s) in the control tests always produced high
frequencies of apparent attachments due to a speed-dependent hydrody-
namic ‘‘suction’’ between the probe tip and the soft PMN surface. This type
of nonspeciﬁc force is unavoidable when attempting to probe soft cell
surfaces at fast loading rates (.104 pN/s). The nonspeciﬁc suction force
arises from the well-known ‘‘Reynolds lubrication’’ effect where viscous
dissipation dramatically impedes the ﬂow of aqueous ﬂuid into the narrow
gap between the cell surface and probe tip. As such, these forces can vary
signiﬁcantly depending on the impingement area, and on the cell-surface
deformability and roughness. In the case of pulling PMNs away from
nonspeciﬁc protein-decorated BFP tips, the magnitude of nonspeciﬁc
hydrodynamic suction forces was found to become signiﬁcant when
retraction speeds exceeded 25 mm/s, contributing forces from 0 to ;1525
pN at 25 mm/s and from 0 to ;50–70 pN at retraction speeds of 150 mm/s.
Obtained using albumin and PEG functionalized tips, distributions of these
nonspeciﬁc forces are compared in Fig. 2 with the range of forces obtained
for membrane-cytoskeletal unbinding events at fast speeds. Fortunately,
when pulling on the cell at a point, this type of hydrodynamic coupling falls
rapidly because local deﬂection of the cell surface enables the opening of
a large initial lubrication gap and quickly allows the cell surface to separate
from the probe tip. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the forces characterizing
separation of the membrane from the cytoskeleton and the subsequent
dynamics of tether formation were well beyond the range of nonspeciﬁc
forces even at ultrafast separation speeds.
RESULTS
In testing hundreds of point attachments to nearly 60 dif-
ferent PMNs, we used BFP tips linked with both monomeric
P-selectin and a dimeric Fc chimera of P-selectin. Touches
to PMNs with these tips produced 30–70% attachments,
depending on the concentration and type of P-selectin used
in the tip preparation. Qualitatively, the majority of attach-
ments to PMNs with both the mono- and dimeric P-selectin
tips exhibited the same type of force history up to ﬁnal
detachment from the tip, appearing to reﬂect a single
molecular site of attachment. Still, because two-thirds of the
tests were performed with the Fc chimera of P-selectin and
half of these tips had P-selectin concentrations sufﬁcient to
FIGURE 2 Histograms of nonspeciﬁc hydrodynamic suction forces
(shaded bins) measured when pulling PMNs away at fast speeds following
;10 pN touch to a nonspeciﬁc BFP tip. Here, the tip was an albumin and
PEG-biotin functionalized glass bead. Frequencies of apparent nonspeciﬁc
attachments with this tip were,2% at pulling speeds#10 mm/s, but rose to
;40% at pulling speeds of 50 mm/s and.60% at 150 mm/s. Normalized by
the frequencies of speciﬁc attachment to P-selectin tips, the dashed curves
are the force ranges characterizing membrane unbinding from the PMN
cytoskeleton at these pulling speeds (taken from Fig. 7).
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produce attachments in 60–70% of touches, a few tests of
attachments showed obvious features of multiple-point
attachments and multiple steps of P-selectin release as
brieﬂy described in article II (Heinrich et al., 2005). Here, we
will only consider the large fraction (79%) of tests that ap-
peared to end in a single step of P-selectin:PMN detachment.
Thus, we expect the force histories from these tests to
primarily represent the responses of attachments to single
P-selectin sites on the probe tip.
Fig. 3 presents a schematic of the BFP spring response and
the associated PMN deformation that occurred during
a typical cycle of approach, impingement (touch) against
the P-selectin tip, and retraction at speeds $1 mm/s. Fig. 4
shows examples of the force-time plots (histories) obtained
while pulling on attachments at slow and fast retraction
speeds. As sketched in the lower panels of Fig. 3, tensile
loading of the PMN attachment began with a nanoscale
elastic extension of the PMN that was interrupted by the
onset of membrane tether growth and ended with the recoil
of the BFP at the moment of P-selectin release. Demon-
strated explicitly in Fig. 4, two regimes of force response
appear in the retraction phase, distinguished by the abrupt
termination of an initial linear rise in force at a crossover
point (labeled f5) and followed by a noticeable slowing of
the increase in force with approach toward a plateau (labeled
fN). Examining the initial elastic-like regime of PMN
extension, we will ﬁrst determine the loading rate rf (force/
time) and the stiffness coefﬁcient ki (pN/nm) that character-
ize the initial cell deformation when pulling on the point
attachment. Next, collecting the crossover (yield) forces f5
at the termination of the elastic regimes into histograms at the
various loading rates rf, we will show that the force
distributions agree with the probability densities predicted
by the kinetics of a speciﬁc molecular failure event occurring
under different ramps of force.
Initial elastic extension of the PMN under a
point load
When retracted at a constant speed vpull, the total
displacement of the PMN was speciﬁed by the product of
retraction speed and time. This displacement included the
extension of the PMN (Dxcell) and the deﬂection of the
transducer [Dxf ¼ f(t) / kf] produced by the attachment force
f ðtÞ; i.e., vpull t¼ Dxcell1 Dxf. Because the pulling speed and
BFP stiffness were ﬁxed, the initial linear rise in force with
time revealed that the PMN deformation also increased in
linear proportion to force over this period, consistent with an
elastic-like response. The elastic stiffness of the initial PMN
extension (labeled ki) was derived from the ratio of the
nominal force-loading rate, rof ¼ kf vpull, to the measured
loading rate, rf ¼ Df / Dt (slope of the initial regime), using
the expression, ki ¼ kf=ðrof =rf  1), which follows from the
stretch of two linear springs in series. The large reduction in
loading rate from the nominal value revealed a very soft
elastic stiffness for local extension of the PMN under a point
load. Cumulated in Fig. 5 A as a function of the rates of initial
cell extension, Dxi / Dt ¼ rf / ki, the values of PMN stiffness
were obtained from analysis of several thousand PMN
attachments over a range of pulling speeds from 0.4 to 150
mm/s. As seen in Fig. 5 A, the local elastic stiffness seems to
depend very weakly on the rate of surface deformation, i.e.,
;(vpull)
0.07, which was not detected in the limited period of
linear cell deformation at each rate. As we discuss later,
a likely source for this weak dependence on pulling speed is
the slow viscoelastic response of the whole cell body that
FIGURE 3 (Left) Schematic of the
PMN approach-touch-retraction to/from
the BFP tip accompanied by a point
attachment to the P-selectin tip. (Right)
Compression and extension of the
‘‘spring’’ illustrate the typical BFP re-
sponse at each step of the test. The
adjacent ‘‘material slices’’ show the
sequence of PMN surface deformations
associated with the spring response: i),
elastic compression of the cortical cyto-
skeleton at touch and ii), stretch on
retraction; iii), membrane separation
from the cytoskeleton and the onset of
a membrane tether; and iv), membrane
recovery after P-selectin detachment.
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accompanies the initial elastic extension but proceeds over
much longer time frames ($1 s).
Impact of the receptor type on the PMN extension
and the crossover to tether formation
To conﬁrm that the initial PMN elasticity was a property of
the cell cytoskeleton and independent of the type of adhesion
receptor, we also analyzed the local PMN extension obtained
by pulling on point attachments to the integrin LFA-1
activated by Mg21 or Mn21 using a probe functionalized
with recombinant ICAM-1 Fc. The cumulated results for the
local PMN stiffnesses obtained by pulling on LFA-1 are
included with the results from pulling on PSGL-1 in Fig. 5 A.
The close similarity in local stiffness is also clearly
demonstrated by the near-perfect coincidence of two force-
time curves obtained from pulling on PSGL-1 and LFA-1 in
separate PMN tests (cf. Fig. 5 B). However, unlike at-
tachments to PSGL-1 on the PMN surface, the ICAM-1
ligand nearly always (.95%) dissociated from the activated
integrin before a tether could form. (As an additional com-
parison, we have included results obtained from pulling
on L-selectin with a PSGL-1 functionalized probe in
Fig. 5 A.)
Initial elastic stiffness of the PMN under
local compression
Complementary to the extensional stiffness in pulling, we
also evaluated the stiffness coefﬁcient for compression of the
PMN interface from analysis of the force/indentation
response during touch to the BFP tip. Although not analyzed
in detail, these results are brieﬂy summarized in Appendix I.
The effective compressional stiffness of the PMN in 1 mM
Mg21 was found to be of comparable magnitude (kcomp ;
0.2–0.3 pN/nm) to the extensional stiffnesses plotted in Fig.
5 A for pulling at a point. The similarity between elastic
stiffness for initial compression or extension is intriguing,
although much work would be needed to pin down its
mechanical origin. In regard to local elastic stiffness, there
are two obvious possibilities to consider. The ﬁrst is that the
stiffness characterizes deﬂection of a thin tension-bearing
interface, following an expression like that for the BFP force
constant. Based on aspirations of PMNs into a pipette, it’s
been known for some time that the large-scale elastic
deformations of a PMN seem to be dominated by a cortical
tension (Evans and Yeung, 1989). As noted in the Materials
and Methods section, this apparent tension is usually small,
e.g., ;0.03 mN/m for the experiments here with 1 mM
calcium, and is unlikely to be the principal determinant of
either local elastic stiffness, ki or kcomp. On the other hand, ki
and kcomp could reﬂect bending rigidity of the cortex. In
order for the stiffnesses in compression and extension to be
FIGURE 4 Examples of BFP force-time curves obtained over the course
of PMN detachment at slow (;2 mm/s) and fast (;50 mm/s) retraction
speeds. Controlled by piezo translation of the PMN-holding pipette, the
periods of approach, touch, and retraction are noted at the top of the ﬁgure.
The ﬁnal precipitous drop in force shows the BFP recoil upon cell-surface
detachment from the P-selectin tip. The crossover force f5 marks the abrupt
termination of the linear elastic deformation of the PMN surface and the
onset of tether ﬂow. Beyond the crossover, the increase in force slows
noticeably to approach a speed-dependent plateau fN: (Note that, when
compared to the force curve at slow retraction speed, the larger force noise in
the force curve at the fast speed stems from a threefold larger value of BFP
spring constant.)
FIGURE 5 (A) Stiffnesses ki for the initial elastic-
like extension of PMNs measured under point loading
over a range of pulling speeds from 0.4 to 150 mm/s.
The results are plotted as a function of the rates of
PMN-surface extension,Dxi / Dt. Shown along with the
results for P-selectin attachments (solid squares
bracketed by 6 SD) are values for the mean stiffness
measured under point loading of ICAM-1 attachments
to LFA-1 integrin in Mg21 (open triangles; K.
Kinoshita, A. Leung, V. Heinrich, S. Simon, and E.
Evans, unpublished data) and values for point loading
of PSGL-1 attachments to L-selectin (open circles). (B)
Force-time curves obtained by pulling on attachments
to PSGL-1 on a PMN in Ca21 (gray open circles) and
to LFA-1 on a PMN in Mg21 (black solid line) using
identical pulling speeds of 2 mm/s and BFP spring constants of 0.5 pN/nm. Although both types of attachments exhibit the same initial linear deformation of the
PMN surface, pulling on ICAM-1 ended with abrupt dissociation from the integrin and no tether formation.
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comparable, we know from the mechanics of shells (Landau
and Lifshitz, 1986) that the rigidity constant kbend would
have to exceed the product of the indentation or pulling force
f and the dimension scale dc over which the force is applied,
more speciﬁcally given by the inequality, kbend . f dc/2p. If
so, there would be little difference between the elastic
response for pulling at a point or for indenting over a small
area of bead contact. Based on the data for PMN com-
pression, the bending rigidity kbend would need to be;10 pN
mm or greater to account for both ki and kcomp. This level of
bending rigidity would be equivalent to a small Young’s
modulus of ;102 N/m2, assuming a 1-mm-thick cortex.
Interestingly, the shear modulus measured for F-actin is of
comparable magnitude at concentrations likely to exist in the
PMN cortex (Janmey et al., 1988, 1991).
Impact of latrunculin on the PMN elastic extension
and crossover to tether formation
The abrupt transition between an initial elastic-like displace-
ment and the onset of plastic-like ﬂow at the crossover force
f5 signaled separation of the membrane from the interior
cytostructure. To test the impact of cytoskeletal cohesion on
this separation force, we examined P-selectin attachments to
PMNs in Hepes-calcium containing 1 mM of the cytotoxic
drug latrunculin A, which is known to bind actin monomers
and inhibit F-actin polymerization. As demonstrated in Fig.
6, treatment with latrunculin produced a dramatic reduction
in the force for membrane separation, and the plastic regime
of tether formation seemed to begin almost immediately
under tensile loading. Thus, the existence of an elastic-like
regime, and the large force needed for membrane separation
from the cytoskeleton, required an intact F-actin network.
Kinetically limited failure of the membrane linkage
to the PMN cytoskeleton
Given the high probability of a single PSGL-1 attachment
site, it seemed likely that the abrupt termination of the
elastic-like regime at the force f5 originated from amolecular
unbinding event within the membrane-cytoskeletal linkage
local to the PSGL-1 receptor and that this failure event
enabled membrane separation. To examine this hypothesis,
we collected the crossover forces for membrane separation
from thousands of tests at pulling speeds from 0.4 to 150
mm/s, establishing histograms over a 200-fold range of initial
elastic loading rates rf from 200 pN/s to 40,000 pN/s.
Examples of the force histograms are shown in Fig. 7 A for
four pulling speeds between 2 and 150 mm/s. Summarizing
all of the data, the mean yield forces (6 SD) are plotted in
Fig. 7 B as a function of the logarithm of the mean loading
rates rf (6 SD) measured in the elastic regimes. The statistics
of membrane separation forces as a function of loading rates
provide the basis for comparison to a simple kinetic model
for dynamic failure of a weak chemical bond.
The model for bond rupture is based on the physical
idealization that the application of a tensile force to a bond
dramatically increases the off rate (failure rate) by lowering
the free energy barrier impeding bond dissociation. Assum-
ing that passage of the barrier contributes a ﬁxed length xb in
the direction of force, the consequence of pulling on a bond
is a failure rate that increases exponentially with force,
kunbind(f)  (1/to) exp(f / fb), following the original postulate
by Bell (1978). The e-fold scale fb is the level of force
needed to lower the free energy barrier by one unit of thermal
energy, i.e., fb ¼ kBT / xb. Under conditions of steady
loading (rf ¼ constant) as over the initial elastic regime of
PMN extension, the distributions of unbinding forces are
predicted to exhibit identical shapes at all loading rates while
shifting progressively to higher forces in proportion to the
logarithm of loading rate (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans
and Williams, 2002). The generic function, p(y) ; exp[y 
exp(y)], speciﬁes the force distribution p(f) at each loading
rate rf through the parameterization given by, y ¼ f / fb 
ln(rf to / fb). Thus, the crucial indicator for kinetically limited
failure of a single bond is agreement between the histograms
of rupture forces measured over a large span in loading rate
and the probability density distributions computed with
a common set of the bond kinetic parameters, fb, to.
Revealing the key dynamic feature of this model for bond
rupture, the forces at failure should increase in proportion to
the logarithm of the applied loading rate, as given by the
most frequent rupture force, f* ¼ fb ln(rf to / fb). This simple
expression provides the starting point for analysis of the
data, after which the probability distributions are readily
computed. Thus, we begin by examining the plot of mean
FIGURE 6 Comparison of force-time curves obtained from pulling on a
P-selectin attachment to a PMN in Hepes-calcium buffer (solid squares) and
from pulling on two different P-selectin attachments to a PMN in the same
buffer containing 1 mM latrunculin A (solid and open circles). In the
presence of latrunculin, the initial linear elastic deformation of the PMN
disappeared and the plastic process of tether growth seemed to begin near
zero force. Both tests were performed at the same nominal loading rate of
rof ¼ 5000 pN=s and pulling speed of 10 mm/s.
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forces as a function of the logarithm of the mean loading
rates rf in Fig. 7 B. As shown by the linear regression in Fig.
7 B, the forces increase steadily as expected for kinetically
limited failure, with the slope indicating a thermal force scale
of fb 176 1 pN. (Note that, at force levels above twice the
thermal scale fb, the means of force distributions closely
follow a linear dependence on the logarithm of loading rate.
However, due to the asymmetric shape of the generic
distribution, the mean values are given by Æfæ  fb ln(0.56 rf
to / fb)). To verify the kinetically limited behavior implied by
the dashed line in Fig. 7 B, we ﬁxed the force scale at fb¼ 17
pN and matched the theoretical probability distribution to the
force histogram at each loading rate, treating the unstressed
failure rate 1/to as a ﬁtting parameter to account for the
signiﬁcant cell-to-cell variations in the loading rate. As
demonstrated by the examples in Fig. 7 A, the theoretical
distributions were found to closely match the histograms at
all loading rates, restricting the unstressed failure rates to
a narrow range, 1/to ¼ 0.7–1.7/s. The small wings of forces
beyond the predicted distributions in Fig. 7 A can be
accounted for by assuming a few (,20%) double linkages to
the cytoskeleton. Hence, the analysis of the distributions of
forces for membrane separation implies that the strength of
the membrane linkage to the cell cytostructure is regulated
by a weak chemical bond whose rate of failure increases
exponentially under force as described by, kunbind(f)  (0.7–
1.7/s) exp(f / 17 pN).
CONCLUSIONS
Retracting PMNs at speeds between 1–150 mm/s from point
attachments to a BFP decorated with P-selectin, we have
observed a common force response, characterized by two
distinct regimes of PMN material behavior. In the ﬁrst
regime, the force increased linearly with time, indicating an
initial elastic deformation of the cell. Then, an abrupt drop in
the rate of force increase marked the end of the elastic regime
and signaled the crossover to a second viscous-like regime
where membrane tether ﬂow ensued. Measuring the forces
and displacements at high resolution, we found that the linear
elastic response to a positive-tensile load on the P-selectin
attachment covered distances up to 200–500 nm, yielding
a stiffness coefﬁcient between 0.2 and 0.3 pN/nm. However,
we failed to detect the long ‘‘natural’’ microvillus length
reported by Shao et al. (1998). Sensing contact to the PMN
surface at forces of ;1 pN, our measurements show that the
soft roughness of the PMN interface seems not to extend
beyond 10 nm. On the other hand, as demonstrated in
Appendix II, the initial elastic PMN deformations measured
here would appear as the same ‘‘free motion’’ displacement
attributed to a natural microvillus length in the whole-cell
aspiration experiments of Shao et al. (1998). Also demon-
strated in Appendix II, the large apparent stretch of microvilli
described in Shao et al. (1998) seems most likely to have
arisen from a slow viscous elongation of the cell body on
a longer timescale of ;1 s. Only signiﬁcant well beyond the
onset of tether formation, the cell-body extension was not
quantiﬁed in our experiments, but we show that this slow
elongation can account for the weak apparent dependence of
the initial elastic stiffness on pulling speed seen in Fig. 5 A.
Separation of the membrane from the cell cytostructure
triggered tether formation, nearly always preceding dissoci-
ation of the P-selectin adhesive bond. As we demonstrate in
article II (Heinrich et al., 2005), membrane separation from
the cytoskeleton seemed to act like a mechanical fuse
limiting the force, enabling a longer duration of attachment
FIGURE 7 (A) Sample histograms of the
forces f5 for membrane unbinding from the
cell cytostructure. Obtained from the linear
ﬁts to initial elastic regimes at four pulling
speeds from 2 to 150 mm/s, the mean
loading rates rf (6 SD) are given at the top
of each histogram for each pulling speed.
Superposed on the distributions are the
probability densities (solid curves) modeled
by the theory for kinetically limited failure
of a single bond, given a failure rate that
increases exponentially with pulling force
according to the relation, kunbind(f)  (0.7–
1.7/s) exp(f / 17 pN). (B) The mean values
(solid squares, 6 SD) of membrane un-
binding force measured at pulling speeds
from 2 to 150 mm/s are plotted versus the
logarithms of the mean loading rates
(6 SD) to demonstrate the full range of
experimental data. The slope of the dashed-
line ﬁt (17 pN) was used to deﬁne the force
scale for exponentiation of the failure rate.
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to a PMN. By comparison, pulling on ICAM-1 attachments
to LFA-1 nearly always resulted in ICAM-1 release from the
integrin before a tether could form. Treating the PMNs with
latrunculin A seemed to eliminate the elastic regime and
enabled tether initiation close to zero force.
Analyzing the histograms of forces characterizing mem-
brane separation from the cytoskeleton, we have shown that
the distributions agree with the kinetic model for failure of
a single molecular bond, where the kinetic rate of failure
increases as an exponential function of the force. From
correlation of the single-bond model to the force histograms
obtained at all pulling speeds, we ﬁnd that the kinetic rate for
membrane unbinding from the cytoskeleton is characterized
by an apparent unstressed prefactor of ;0.71.7/s, from
which the rate rises exponentially with pulling force on
a scale of ;17 6 1 pN (equivalent to gaining a length of
;0.24 nm at bond dissociation). Both the elastic regime, and
the membrane anchoring force, appeared to vanish in the
presence of latrunculin A, demonstrating that the strength of
the membrane linkage to the cell cytostructure requires an
intact network of F-actin. In the case of attachments to
PSGL-1, there seem to be two likely candidates for a locus of
failure in the membrane linkage to the cytoskeleton. The ﬁrst
would be somewhere in the nearby F-actin network, and the
other would be in the complex of ERM (ezrin/radixin/
moesin) proteins required for linkage of PSGL-1 tail
domains to F-actin (Mangeat et al., 1999; Urzainqui et al.,
2002; Serrador et al., 2002; Snapp et al., 2002). Less ob-
vious, other speciﬁc molecular interactions between the
membrane and cytoskeleton could be involved. However, it
is very unlikely that a multiplicity of interactions could
produce the clear signature of single-bond kinetics seen in
Fig. 7. Using cell transfectants with strategic receptor tail-
splice variants or knock outs of speciﬁc actin binding pro-
teins, the high-resolution technique reported here can provide
a powerful quantitative method to explore the chemical
factors governing linkage of PSGL-1 and other transmem-
brane receptors to the cell cytoskeleton.
APPENDIX I: ELASTIC STIFFNESS FOR
PMN INDENTATION
Before testing P-selectin attachments to PMNs under steady speed
retraction, we ﬁrst used the BFP with a nonspeciﬁc tip to evaluate the
mechanical resistance to indentation or ‘‘ﬂattening’’ of the cell in calcium-
free media. The ﬁrst experiments were performed in Hepes buffer without
calcium so that the cells could be probed many times without forming
pseudopodia. Several cells were tested and each was indented many times
through repeated cycles of PMN touch to the BFP. The results are shown in
Fig. A1 (left). The ﬁrst tests of PMN indentation were performed using large
probe tips of 3.5 6 0.05 mm diameter and are labeled in Fig. A1 (left)
according to the particular cycle (e.g., cycle 5 ¼ force/indentation for the
ﬁfth touch). A common linear resistance to compression was found for the
initial phase of indentation in all cycles of touch to a PMN surface, yielding
a stiffness coefﬁcient, kcomp 0.147 pN/nm (linear regression shown in Fig.
A1). The surprising outcome in the absence of divalent cations was that
repeated touches to the cells led to a progressive stiffening in the cell cortex.
Revealed by the marked upward shift in slope after some compression
distance, the cortical stiffening reached a maximum after ;50 indentations.
Within the measurement error, the linear resistance to PMN compression
appeared to commence at contact. Similarly, although covering a smaller
range of compression at lower levels of force, the results for indentation with
smaller tips of 2.36 0.08mm diameter (shown in Fig. A1, right) gave nearly
the same stiffness coefﬁcient, kcomp  0.16 pN/nm. The ﬂuctuations seen in
the compression measurements with both tip sizes were consistent with the
expected resolution in force set by a probe spring constant of 0.5 pN/nm and
;65 nm errors in tracking bead displacements. By comparison, Fig. A2
presents the results for PMN indentation obtained at touch with an ICAM-1
functionalized probe (;2.3-mm tip) in Hepes buffer plus 2 mMMg21. Here,
the linear regression gave a slightly larger stiffness coefﬁcient, kcomp  0.19
pN/nm.
APPENDIX II: THE INITIAL PMN ELASTIC
EXTENSION PLUS SLOW CELL
BODY ELONGATION
Shao et al. (1998) employed whole-cell aspiration into a large micropipette
to pull PMNs away from attachments to a monoclonal antibody-coated
microsphere. With the cell moving freely in the bore of the large pipette,
a positive pressure was ﬁrst applied to initiate PMN contact and then a quick
switch to negative pressure was used to pull the cell away. After the switch
to negative pressure, a brief period of initial displacement was observed
seeming to track the free motion of an unattached cell in the pipette. Then,
the cell displacement began to slow and depart from the free motion
trajectory, indicating the buildup of an attachment force. We have replotted
the sample data from Shao et al. (1998) in Fig. A3 (left and right). The dotted
lines in the ﬁgure show the trajectories for free motion of an unattached cell
at two suction forces, ;34 pN (left) and ;68 pN (right). The free motion
velocity is directly proportional to the suction force, implying a constant
viscous drag coefﬁcient (zdrag  0.008 pN s/nm) for the cell movement
inside the pipette. The data for positions of the cell lead edge at the lower
suction force (Fig. A3, left, open circles) follow the free motion trajectory up
to ;300 nm and then exhibit a slow viscoelastic approach to a stationary
length of 1 mm. By comparison, the data for the higher suction force (Fig.
FIGURE A1 PMN surface indentation in the absence of divalent cations.
(Left) Data of force versus indentation distance measured with large
diameter probe tips, 3.56 0.05 mm. (Right) Data of force versus indentation
distance measured with small diameter probe tips, 2.36 0.08 mm. The mean
stiffnesses derived for indentation of the PMN interface are kcomp¼ 0.15 and
0.16 pN/nm respectively. The double-ended arrows in the right ﬁgure
illustrate the expected resolution in force set by a probe spring constant of
0.5 pN/nm and ;65 nm errors in the tracking of bead displacements.
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A3, right, open circles) show an abrupt departure from the free motion
trajectory, also at ;300 nm, followed by steady growth of a tether. Finding
similar values for the initial free motion displacement, nearly independent of
suction force, Shao et al. (1998) concluded that the attachments were formed
at the ends of ﬂoppy microvilli with ‘‘natural’’ lengths of ;300 nm.
However, we will show next that our measurements of initial elastic PMN
deformation are completely consistent with their observations of the
apparent ‘‘free motion’’ displacement.
Up to the time of membrane separation and onset of tether ﬂow, we will
use a simple model similar to that by Shao et al. (1998) to describe cell
deformation. However, we will replace the postulated natural microvillus
length by the initial elastic response Dxi local to the point of contact and the
slow viscoelastic elongation postulated to be stretch of the microvillus by
a slow cell body DDPMN (t) response. Thus, the total displacement is
described by, DD(t) ¼ Dxi (t) 1 DDPMN (t). The only subtlety is that the
initial elastic response to switching the suction force will be impeded by drag
of the cell on the pipette wall. This retardation results in a fast viscoelastic
deformation, i.e., Dxi (t)¼ (f / ki) [1 exp(t/tz)], with a small time constant
deﬁned by tdrag ¼ zdrag / ki. Thus, the total displacement is approximated as
a sum of two viscoelastic responses,
DDðtÞ ¼ ðf =kiÞ½1 expðt=tdragÞ1ðf =kDÞ½1 expðt=tDÞ;
where kD and tD are the viscoelastic parameters that describe the slow
elongation response of the cell body. (The slow cell body relaxation to
extensional deformations is well known for PMNs and exhibits time
constants similar to tD; see description and references in Evans and Yeung
(1989)). Taking a value for initial elastic stiffness of ki  0.2 pN/nm and the
drag coefﬁcient determined from free motion velocity/force (zdrag  0.008
pN s/nm), the time constant for initial elastic deformation would be, tdrag 
0.04 s. Based on the parameters, ki and tdrag, the solid curve in Fig. A3 (left)
was ﬁt to the data of Shao et al. (1998), giving an apparent cell-body elastic
stiffness kD ; 0.04 pN/nm and a response time tD ; 0.5 s. These values are
consistent with the values of elasticity (0.043 pN/nm) and characteristic time
(0.77 6 0.35 s) attributed to the stretch response of microvilli in Shao et al.
(1998). Modeling the deformation with the same parameters (ki, tdrag, kD, tD)
up to the point of membrane separation, we see by the solid curve plotted in
Fig. A3 (right) that the apparent free motion before the onset of tether ﬂow at
a force of 68 pN closely agrees with the predicted initial elastic deﬂection.
Clearly, the initial elastic deformation measured in our experiments would
lead to a rapid displacement like a constant natural microvillus length when
a PMN is ﬁrst aspirated inside a large pipette while attached at a point, until
interrupted by tether formation.
As noted in the text, the slow cell-body extension was not explicitly
measured in our experiments. However, we can easily estimate how this
added extension affects the apparent value of initial elastic stiffness. In this
case, we use the same model of two viscoelastic components in series but
with the total elastic deformation growing steadily in time proportional to the
pulling speed, i.e. DD(t) ¼ vpull t. In this case, the damping coefﬁcient for
retardation of the initial elastic deformation is the small BFP damping factor,
zBFP 0.0005 pN s/nm. Likewise, an effective elastic stiffness keff is needed
to characterize the BFP stiffness kf in series with the initial elastic stiffness,
i.e., keff ¼ ki /(1 1 ki / kf). This effective stiffness and damping deﬁne the
time constant for initial elastic deformation, ti ¼ zBFP / keff, where the
combined elastic deformation is, xe¼ f (1/ki1 1/kf). Thus, the dynamic force
in each viscoelastic component is equal and deﬁned by,
f ðtÞ ¼ keff ½xeðtÞ1 tidxe=dt ¼ kD½DDPMNðtÞ1 tD dDDPMN=dt:
Using the kinematic requirement that DDPMN (t)¼ vpull t xe(t), the solution
of a single ﬁrst-order differential equation predicts the elastic deformation
xe(t) and, thereby, the force is found to be,
FIGURE A2 Data of force versus PMN indentation distance measured in
2 mM Mg21 during touch to a small diameter probe tip, ;2.3 mm. The
indentation stiffness is slightly greater for PMNs in buffer with divalent
cations, kcomp ¼ 0.19 pN/nm. The double-ended arrows illustrate the
expected resolution in force set by a probe spring constant of 0.5 pN/nm and
;65 nm errors in the tracking of bead displacements.
FIGURE A3 Reproduced from Shao
et al. (1998), data for PMN displace-
ments inside a large micropipette are
shown as a function of time after two
different jumps in suction pressure
while attached at a point to an anti-
body-coated bead. Illustrated by dotted
lines, the unattached free motion of the
cell is characterized by a velocity di-
rectly proportional to the suction force,
divided by a constant viscous drag
coefﬁcient (zdrag  0.008 pN s/nm).
Open circles show the time-dependent
advance measured for the cell leading
edge, at left pulled by the low suction
force (34 pN) and at right pulled by a high suction force (68 pN). With the fast initial deformation response deﬁned by the parameters, ki 0.2 pN/nm and tdrag
 0.04 s, the solid curve in the left panel was the ﬁt to the data based on coupling of the fast response to an apparent slow cell-body elongation described by an
elastic stiffness kD ; 0.04 pN/nm and a response time tD ; 0.5 s, which are consistent with the values in Shao et al. (1998). Modeling deformation with the
same parameters (ki, tdrag, kD, tD), the solid curve in the right panel predicts the cell displacement up to the time of membrane separation from the cytoskeleton at
;68 pN, followed by tether ﬂow at constant speed.
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f ðtÞ ¼akeffvpull fðt1 tDÞ ðta tiÞ
3½11ðtD=ta1Þexpðt=taÞg;
in terms of the following parameters, a¼ kD / (kD1 keff) and ta¼ (1 a) ti
1 a tc.
We have used the dynamic relation for force to model the lowest
three loading rates of data appearing in Fig. 7 B, i.e., rf; 240 pN/s, 650 pN/s,
and 1480 pN/s, corresponding to nominal loading rates of
rof ¼ kf vpull;1000 pN=s, 2250 pN/s, and 5000 pN/s. For these rates, the
BFP force constant was kf ¼ 0.5 pN/nm. The force versus time curves
plotted in Fig. A4 represent the force loading up to the membrane unbinding
force (stars), computed with a ﬁxed initial elastic stiffness ki ¼ 0.25 pN/nm
(i.e., keff ¼ 0.167 pN/nm, ti  0.003 s) and a slow cell-body response
described by, kD; 0.04  0.05 pN/nm and tD; 1.2–1.4 s. The viscoelastic
parameters for the cell were chosen to exactly match the mean loading rates
measured in the experiments and are similar in value to those characterizing
the experiments of Shao et al. (1998). The ratios of apparent to nominal
loading rates, rf=r
o
f , shown in Fig. A4 correspond to elastic stiffnesses of
0.18, 0.205, 0.22 pN/nm for the initial cell deformation, accounting for the
weak dependence on pulling speed seen in Fig. 5 A.
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